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Renowned globally 
as a premier tourism 
destination, Cairns region 
attracts more than 2 
million people every year. 
Cairns Regional Council 
needed a sophisticated 
Municipal WiFi system 
to deliver internet access 
for visitors and the local 
community to keep them 
engaged. 

Cairns  
Community 
WiFi
FREE PUBLIC WIFI SYSTEM

Modules used: 
• Cloud Deck control panel
• RADIUS user management
• Encapto GC-2000R  

gateway appliance
• Encapto Survey
• Encapto Portal Builder
• WiFi Hub

Client:  
Cairns Regional Council

Deployed: 2013

Tourists bring the tropical north 

to the world via the Community WiFi
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Hardware integration
Encapto WiFi is built to manage quality WiFi equipment from 
major manufacturers. In Cairns an Encapto powered gateway 
appliance is on the ground managing connectivity, traffic, 
redirecting users for authentication and implementing  

content filtering policies on a robust Ruckus Wireless 
infrastructure platform. The gateway appliance is controlled 
remotely from the Encapto Cloud Deck where user 
authentication, control and reporting are enabled.

Tourism buzz
The Cairns region is a magnet for travelers with activities 
ranging from reef diving to rainforest tours. The Council 
needed a WiFi system that would showcase events and 
activities to keep visitors up to date on what is on offer.  

Roles and permissions
Cairns region is a unique environment that offers a wide 
range of facilities, centres and activities for local residents 
and visitors. Cairns Regional Council was looking for ways to 
simplify management for the different areas and allocate the 
right level of network permission to the right people. 

Encapto’s Portal Builder makes elegant presentation of 
relevant content to WiFi users simple. Instant, high impact and 
cost-effective tourism marketing is effected every time a user 
takes a photo of themselves relaxing at the Cairns lagoon and 
shares it with family and friends back home. 

With Cairns’ complimentary internet access, showing off the holiday shots on Facebook is both 
free and fast. And at the library, members can enjoy an even higher-level service, thanks to 
Cairns Regional Council’s sophisticated Municipal WiFi system powered by Encapto WiFi.

Encapto Cloud Deck enables top-level administrators to 
assign a range of cascading user roles and permissions.  
In Cairns the more complex network administration and 
monitoring settings are available only to the WiFi integrator 
while the end client sees and controls exactly what is 
relevant:  portal content, user time and download limits  
and Cloud Deck’s sophisticated reporting panel.
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Reporting
The Encapto Cloud Deck enables Cairns 
Regional Council to access network 
monitoring data and to present it in graph 
and table formats. Upload, download, device 
type and location are just a few of the key 
data that are accessible via the Cloud Deck’s 
user-friendly interface.   

Instant insights 
Did you know that nearly 5% of WiFi users 
in Cairns are from Germany?  Or that more 
than a quarter of them are aged between 20 
and 24? The Encapto Survey module comes 
as a standard authentication method with 
the Encapto system and is used in Cairns to 
collect valuable data in exchange for free WiFi.  
Advanced control features mean that Cairns 
Council staff can introduce new questions as 
required and that each user is only asked each 
question once.

Control
Cairns Regional Council wanted to be able to set different 
usage limits for different user groups based on their 
usage requirements. 

Cloud Deck allows Cairns Regional Council to provide 
measured WiFi internet access to locals and visitors alike.  

CRC admin can adjust per device time and download limits, 
which will display at the WiFi login screen. Encapto’s out-
of-the-box integration with the SIP2 library management 
system, means library members can be offered longer time 
periods while specified council staff have unlimited access 
throughout the network.


